
REACH OUT AND
CONNECT

The complete smart lighting solution from 
Ansell Lighting

OCTO WiZ Connected



OCTO WiZ Connected is the perfect solution for your residential smart lighting project. Take 
advantage of full voice control and Wifi /Bluetooth hybrid technology, with 16 million colours 
and 64,000 shades of white. The WiZ app offers multi-user and multi-location options, making 
it suitable for both new and existing homes. The WiZ technology is built into the lighting fixtures 
meaning no hubs or additional wiring is required. Simply turn on, pair up and you’re good to go.

Introducing OCTO WiZ Connected

Our products are easy to 
install, saving time. 
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Easy and intuitive to 
connect and commission

Download the app. 

Easy to control 

Enjoy OCTO WiZ Connected 
lights.
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Enjoy OCTO WiZ Connected in 3 easy steps... 



Enjoy seamless pairing using the OCTO WiZ Connected WiFi and Bluetooth hybrid technology 

solution.

Select how you control your lights, with your smartphone, remote, motion sensors, existing wall 

switches or even your voice as options!

Control your lights when you are home or away.

Improve your wellbeing with Human Centric Lighting using the OCTO WiZ Connected ‘Circadian 

Rhythm’, featuring pre-set smooth light transitions or personalise with the ‘My Rhythm’ features.

Utilise schedules to automate your OCTO WiZ Connected lights to fit your daily routines and save 

energy costs.

Harness the power of other major connected ecosystems with easy integrations through the WiZ 

cloud.

Protect your personal security via anonymous sign in and encrypted cloud connections.

** OCTO WiZ Connected is not compatible with any OCTO Casambi products**

OCTO WiZ Connected
Key Features...

A comprehensive eco-system of luminaires and accessories



No hub needed. 32-bit MCU provides smarter 

automation. Users can connect WiZ devices to their 

existing Wifi router without needing to setup a gateway

No Hub Needed

We have a powerful multi-user system with three different access right tiers over multiple WiZ locations:

Owners can change settings and control the lights in all their WiZ locations – using internet connectivity or mobile 

data

Guests can enjoy control over lights when they are on the same Wifi network as the OCTO WIZ Connected 

home they want to control – but they will not be allowed to change any settings.

Temporary guests have the same permissions as ordinary guests (delete the dots) but they will lose access 

after a certain time period that you get to set for them – each one can be different!

Turn your lights on in your home from your office and

vice versa. You can even control your WiZ locations

from as far away as the moon. As long as you’ve got

access to the WiZ Cloud (via WiFi or mobile data) you 

can do what you want to do with your lights – even 

when you’re not physically there.

Multiple Locations

Mobile App Voice 
Control

Scenes

Integrations Schedules Holiday 
mode

Multiple Users



Works seamlessly with voice assistants such as Hey Google, Amazon Alexa and Apple Siri Shortcuts 

Smart Ecosystems

Samsung SmartThings, IFTTT, Google Assistant, Google Nest, Ring, Yale, Netatmo
And many more…! 

Advanced Voice Control

All product names, logos and brands are property of their respective owners. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com Inc or it’s affiliates. Google Assistant, the Google Assistant logo, Google Play and the 
Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. The Apple logo is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

64,000
WHITES

Preset light modes

16 million
COLOURS

Preset Dynamic light modes



Features Compliance Specification

A60 Tuneable White Smart Lamp

3 yrs
DIM

 - Bluetooth and Wifi enabled smart lamp; no need for Wifi hub
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Voice activated compatibility; offers hands-free controls, perfect  

 for domestic and commercial properties
 - Comparable output to a 60W Tungsten Halogen
 - Fully dimmable from 10% to 100%
 - Tunable white between 2700K - 6500K
 - Group, scene, holiday and timer settings achieved via WiZ App
 - Lamp lifespan 25,000 hours

Features Compliance Specification

A60 RGBTW Smart Lamp

Features Compliance Specification

G95 RGBTW Smart Lamp

B22E27DIM

 - Bluetooth and Wifi enabled smart lamp; no need for Wifi hub
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Voice activated compatibility; offers hands-free controls, perfect  

 for domestic and commercial properties
 - Comparable output to a 60W Tungsten Halogen
 - Fully dimmable from 10% to 100%
 - Group, scene, holiday and timer settings achieved via WiZ App
 - Lamp lifespan 25,000 hours

E27 B22DIM

 - Bluetooth and Wifi enabled smart lamp; no need for Wifi hub
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Voice activated compatibility; offers hands-free controls, perfect  

 for domestic and commercial properties
 - Comparable output to a 60W Tungsten Halogen
 - Fully dimmable from 10% to 100%
 - Group, scene, holiday and timer settings achieved via WiZ App
 - Lamp lifespan 25,000 hours

E27 B22

3 yrs

3 yrs

AOCTOW/A60LED/TW/E27

AOCTOW/A60LED/RGBTW/E27

AOCTOW/G95LED/RGBTW/E27

AOCTOW/A60LED/TW/B22

AOCTOW/A60LED/RGBTW/B22

AOCTOW/G95LED/RGBTW/B22
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Features Compliance Specification

GU10 Tunable White Smart Lamp

GU10DIM

Features Compliance Specification

GU10 RGBTW Smart Lamp

Features Compliance Specification

Prism Pro Wiz FRD

LEDDIM

 - The GU10 module uses both Wifi and Bluetooth hybrid technology. The  
 dual protocols offer versatility and reliability
 - Create the perfect mood in your home with millions of colours using   

 the OCTO Wiz Smart GU10 LED lamp. 
 - With an output of 400lm at 4.9W this product is an ideal smart GU10   

 alternative providing the end user with diverse colour and output options. 
 - No hub required, connect directly from a phone, tablet or smart device
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Compatible with Edge FRD range
 - Lamp lifespan 15,000 hours

GU10DIM

 - 220-240V IP65 LED WiZ enabled tunable white Fire Rated Downlight
 - Supplied with matt white bezel as standard
 - Tunable between 2700K - 6500K via Wiz App and voice control
 - Remote driver with 2x1.5mm² + CPC loop-in, loop-out colour coded push fit    

 piano terminals provide an easy and efficient installation
 - Low profile design and remote driver allow installation into shallow ceilling voids
 - Fully tested for 30, 60 and 90 minute ceiling types to meet Part B of Building Regulations
 - Fully tested to meet Part C (moisture) and Part E (acoustic) of Building Regulations
 - LED lifespan L70 60,000 hours

 - The GU10 module uses both Wifi and Bluetooth hybrid technology. The dual   
 protocols offer versatility and reliability
 - This tunable white lamp allows you to choose between 64,000 shades of   

 white and a colour temperature between 2700K - 6500K 
 - With an output of 400lm at 4.9W this product is an ideal smart GU10    

 alternative providing the end user with diverse CCT and output options. 
 - No hub required, connect directly from a phone, tablet or smart device
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Compatible with Edge FRD range
 - Lamp lifespan 15,000 hours

3 yrs

3 yrs

5 yrs

AOCTOW/GU10LED/TW

AOCTOW/GU10LED/RGBTW
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LED Strip Light
Features Compliance Specification

3 yrs

Smart Plug

Features Compliance

 - Bluetooth and Wifi enabled smart flexible LED strip kit; no need for Wifi hub
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Voice activated compatibility; offers hands-free controls, perfect for domestic and commercial properties
 - RGB and Tunable white for total colour and comfort
 - Fully dimmable from 10% to 100%
 - 2m starter kit with additional 2m extender kit options available (up to 10m maximum total LED strip length)
 - Cutting points every 200mm (only if required)
 - Suitable for indoor applications
 - Group, scene, holiday and timer settings achieved via WiZ App
 - LED lifespan 25,000 hours

 - This OCTO WiZ wireless Smart Plug lets you control your   
 home from anywhere, It works with Google Assistant, Alexa,  
 Siri shortcuts, IFTTT and SmartThings.
 - There is no hub needed or complicated set up
 - It is a cost effective way to turn your appliances smart and   

 help bring other products into your Wiz eco-system. 
 - The Wiz Smart Plug is compatible with most electrical   

 appliances, but please check power limitations before using.
 - It helps lower your energy costs by giving you access to turn on  

 / off your appliances when away from the home as it connects to  
 your network over Wifi

Features Compliance Specification

PIR Sensor

Features Compliance

 - Battery-powered OCTO Wiz smart PIR sensor uses passive infrared sensing  
 technology to detect motion in a room. 
 - Communicates directly to the WiZ enabled luminaires via Wifi 2.4GHz
 - It has a built in LUX meter that allows it to turn on your lights when the room  

 gets dark or turn off when daylight is detected. When it’s dark, it can turn on  
 nightlights when it senses motion, helping you roam your house at night.
 - By setting “Rhythms” for the room in the WiZ app, you can make your  

 sensor trigger different light modes at different times of the day.
 - Compatible with the complete OCTO Wiz range, with a control range of 3m

3 yrs

Specification

3 yrs

Specification
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WiFi Remote

Features Compliance

Universal Smart Connector

Features Compliance

 - This Wifi connected remote can control all of the OCTO WiZ   
 connected luminaires in a given room.  
 - The remote connects directly with instant pairing 
 - Pressing the remote’s “on” button can activate the “Circadian  

 Rhythm” feature, which gradually turns up the lights in   
 the morning with a cool white      
 temperature, before shifting to warm white in the afternoon   
 and evening.
 - The Wifi remote has a range of 30m (line of sight) and a   

 battery life of two years

 - Bluetooth and Wifi enabled indoor controller; no need for Wifi hub
 - Can be used to control a group, sub groups or individual luminaires
 - Commissioned via WiZ App
 - Universal retroconnector ON / OFF, Phase / Triac dimming, 0-10V and  

 1-10V dimming
 - Voice activated compatibility; offers hands-free controls, perfect for   

 domestic and commercial properties
 - Future proofed free software and firmware updates
 - Fully dimmable from 10% to 100%
 - Suitable for indoor applications

3 yrs

Specification

3 yrs

Specification

AOCTOW/IC/400

AOCTOW/RC
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Find out more at www.octouk.com

OCTO is Ansell’s premier connected lighting service providing our customers with tailored and personalised 
solutions. We don’t believe that there’s one connected technology that fits all. OCTO supports your smart 

lighting installation from initial project scope and planning, to lighting design, install, commissioning and 
aftercare.

 
The OCTO service ensures that we support you in implementing the best, connected solution for your 

projects using our ‘multi-option technology’ approach. With a range of products in our portfolio, we have 
carefully selected partners and scrutinised world-class technologies to ensure we offer you an industry-

leading service.
 

We can support a range of requirements, from residential applications requiring voice control, commercial 
buildings that prioritise energy saving and support employee wellbeing, to a warehouse that requires space 

optimisation and efficiency dashboard data  …  and much more!
 

With our continuous research, development and innovation, OCTO is constantly evolving to ensure we can 
offer revolutionary, forward thinking solutions for all our customers.

Connected Lighting Service

Attend a connected lighting 
training session

Attend one of our introductory training sessions to 
learn more about the fantastic benefits of OCTO 

connected solutions. Complete the training online 
or at one of our training sessions. We have training 

facilities situated across the UK.  Visit the website for 
more info.

Looking for CPD? Ansell also offers a CPD smart 
lighting course.

Looking to understand the fundamentals of smart 
lighting and gain valuable CPD hours at the same 

time? We have an LIA accredited CPD course that 
teaches you all about the fundamentals of smart 

lighting. 


